Some models of the latest and most improved equipment now on exhibit at the Chicago Golf Show

Tractor and five-unit gang of fairway mowers manufactured and shown by the Worthington Mower Company, Stroudsburg, Pa.

The Peerless Mower Grinder, manufactured by the Fate-Root-Heath Company of Plymouth, Ohio, will sharpen any size mower, from small lawn size to 30-inch fairway units. Greenkeepers should watch this grinder in operation at the Show.

New Peerless Fertilizer Distributor just introduced by the Central City Fertilizing Company of Central City, Iowa, and shown by J. Oliver Johnson Company.

The Early Bird Worm Cast Rake, found indispensable on most golf courses, shown by J. Oliver Johnson Company.

The Titan five-unit gang of fairway mowers, manufactured by the F. & N. Lawn Mower Company of Richmond, Indiana, connected to the Staude Mak-a-Tractor. These are shown individually by the manufacturers.

The Gem hole cutter, popular on many golf courses. Hardened steel edge, and special plug expeller. Manufactured and shown by the Golf Course Supply Company, Cleveland.
The products of A. G. Spalding & Brothers, Chicago, are almost too well known to require description. Greenkeepers will find this exhibit of small equipment complete and up-to-date.

Hercules Turf Repairer, design similar to the Gem hole cutter, manufactured and shown by the Golf Course Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Ideal "Bull Dog" fairway mowers are connected to a flexible frame, operate with no weight on the cutting units, and the entire gang can be backed up quickly and easily whenever necessary. These with other products are shown by the Ideal Power Lawn Mower Company of Lansing, Michigan.

The Roseman roller fairway mowers are gaining in popularity from year to year, and the exhibit of the Roseman Tractor Mower Company of Evanston, Illinois, is well worth seeing.

The Putter Hole Cup, built of seamless steel tubing, and with special four-arm bridge which insures sturdiness. One of the products of the Golf Course Supply Company of Cleveland.

There is a use for a good light weight dump cart every day on a golf course, and here is one which answers requirements, manufactured and shown by the Ideal Power Lawn Mower Company, Lansing, Michigan.

The Royer Compost mixer not only screens top dressing perfectly, but the action of the machine tends to aerate the soil as it falls, preparing it for the green in a light fine, fluffy condition. Shown by L. F. Mitten, Sole Distributor, Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania.

After spreading the top dressing on a putting green, a compost brush such as this saves a great deal of time, and greenkeepers should examine the MacGregor compost distributor and brush carefully. Shown by the MacGregor Compost Distributor Company, Wheaton, Illinois.